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But it’s also a book about life.

Mostly it’s a book about life in the 
family of Jim, Kathy, and Nolan Brown. 

THIS IS A 
BOOK ABOUT 
BASEBALL.



It is a book just for Nolan James 
Brown, whose parents love him 
with all their hearts, and who want to 
invite him to see as much of the world and 
of life as possible, and who want to introduce 
him to the greatest game of all.



ONE

ACKNOWLEDGE 
THE GAME.



DO 
YOU

want 
to 

make 
the 

play?

We’re born into a competitive reality many 
people never recognize.
Wins are earned.

I first woke up when I was five years old. I woke to the crack of a baseball leaving the bat and 
screaming straight at me. 

I don’t mean that I was actually asleep before that. That would be crazy. I had the most loving 
mother and the strongest dad in the world with me every day. And until I was three we also 
had a rolly-polly yellow dog. My dad taught me how to throw, catch, and hit. My mom knew 
where to find the ice packs when I wiped out. I remember all of that, and it was great. 

When I say I woke up as the ball came at me, I mean that was the moment I realized I was 
playing a game — baseball — and that all of life is a game if we choose to wake up to it. 

The ball left the bat, spinning and curving at me like a speeding comet going a gajillion miles 
an hour, and a huge question came with it:

Do you want to make the play?

That was always the question, really. Every time I’d stood in 
front of a ground ball and let my body block it when it took a 
funny bounce. Every time I’d been at bat and knew I could 
get hit by the pitch. Every time I’d made a bad throw and 
had to decide how I would deal with my frustration. The 
question was always, “Do you want to make the play, or 
is this too scary or too much for you?”

Baseball can be scary. Sometimes it hurts. A lot. And 
it takes a lot of work to learn how to play well. I’d 
always gone to practice and done my work and 
even played the games pretty well, but I was 
always also scared. Do you know that feeling? 

My parents and grandparents were in the 
crowd. My best friend was playing second 
base, and here came this white rocket 
sizzling right for me, screaming

Do you want to 
make the play?



YES!

Something inside me clicked, and maybe it wasn’t really the sound of the ball that woke me 
up. Maybe it was the way everything inside of me screamed back, “YES!”

I raised my glove, and the ball smacked loud and hot in my hand. 
That was it. There was nobody on base and it was an ordinary out in 

the middle of an ordinary game. My parents and the crowd cheered, 
but not in any huge way. I threw the ball around the horn, and the game 

continued along. Nobody ever said another word about the play, and I’m 
probably the only person in the whole world who remembers it.

But I was awake. And I’ve never gone back to sleep. 

I woke up that day when I was five. I woke up to the game I’d already been 
playing, and played until I was very old, but I also woke up to a question bigger 

than baseball. 

The ball isn’t the only thing that asks “DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE PLAY?” Life 
asks it, too. It asks every time we have to clean up our toys, take our medicine, 

apologize for a mistake, choose to be a good friend, do work when we don’t feel like 
it, be patient when we don’t feel like it, forgive and love when we don’t feel like it, or 

deal with times when we don’t get our way.

If you can find one place where you can scream “YES!” to making the play with everything 
that’s inside of you, you will wake yourself up to making plays in every part of your life. And 

you will spend your life working hard at a game and an adventure you love. 



Do you want to hear something you might not believe? A lot of people go through their 
whole lives without waking up. Not really, anyway. They may look like they’re awake 
because they’ll be walking around and talking and even running and trying hard, but 
there is a difference between showing up and waking up. 

Do you know why people don’t wake up? Mostly it’s because they’re scared, like the 
way I was afraid of getting hit by the ball until the moment when I wanted to make 
the play more than I cared or even thought about getting hit. People think pain is 
a bad thing, and they like to stay comfortable even if it means they never wake up 
or make the plays in life. They’re not bad people, but I sure have more fun with 
people who are awake. Let’s be nice to them, but let’s be awake instead. Okay? 

Here’s a weird thought for you. Victory requires you to be awake. Sure, plenty 
of people who are still asleep get wins — sometimes a lot of them — but you 
have to be awake to really experience a victory. And you definitely have to 
be awake to get a victory even when you suffer a defeat. But that’s getting 
ahead of things.

During this year, you’re going to be traveling with Jim and Kathy Brown, 
also known as Coach Dad and Coach Mom. Some days are going to be 
work. And there will be work in some parts of every day. You don’t have 
to wake up today, or this year. And maybe you already are awake. 

But Nolan James Brown, welcome to the game.



TWO
2 DECIDE

TO PLAY.



We say NO to some things 
when we say YES to others.

No victory without sacrifice.

You know what an appetite is, right? It’s a hunger. But did you know that we 
have appetites for more than food? You might have an appetite for play, or for 

climbing, or for wrestling, or for adventure too. 

When your appetite is roaring, all you want is what your appetite wants. If you’re 
hungry for pizza, you don’t care about new crayons or a new hat right then. You want 

pizza, and you’re like a bear on a hunt to get it. Right?

Your brain is like “Pizza! Pizza! Pizza!” And if someone says, “Hey Nolan, wanna see this book?” 
They just sound like “blah blah blah” to you and all your brain can say back is “Pizza! Pizza! Pizza!”

I was like that with baseball. Once I woke up to it, I had this giant bear of an appetite for baseball. 
My parents would ask about school, and I’d say “baseball! Baseball! Baseball!” They’d say something 

about cleaning my room, and I’d say “baseball! Baseball! Baseball!” It was all I was hungry for.

If the first step is waking up, the second step is deciding to play the game. And to me that means letting 
your appetite for the game grow and grow. 



baseball

Not for food, but for other things? How big is your appetite bear for those things?

When you say “yes” to one thing, you automatically say “no” to something else. If 

all you want is pizza, it’s not that you hate macaroni and cheese, it just means all 

you want is pizza. That’s all you’re going to say “yes” to, and you’ll say “no” to all the 

other foods that aren’t pizza.

When I said “yes” to baseball, when I decided to play the game and let my 
appetite bear get huge, everything else just seemed less interesting to me. 

At first I didn’t notice it. But after a while, I realized that I liked baseball way, 
way more than anybody else I knew. And then I noticed that they thought my 

appetite for baseball made me a little weird. 

I didn’t care at all. Baseball was all I was hungry for. 

I knew, deep down, that all I wanted to do was play baseball for my whole life. 
Some people, especially my parents’ friends, would ask “what if he doesn’t make 

it to the pros? Won’t he be so disappointed, and what will he do then?” My parents 
would always just say, “We’ll see.”

Of course it was possible I wouldn’t make it to the pros. It was possible that no matter 
how hard I worked, maybe I just wouldn’t be good enough. Or I could have gotten injured 

and not been able to play anymore. And if that had happened, I would have been super 
sad and disappointed. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY
APPETITES?



You know what I think now, after so many years with this appetite for baseball? 
Baseball wasn’t the important thing. Having an appetite and growing a huge 
bear was the important thing.

What I learned from loving baseball so much was how to love other things with 
all my heart. I became the sort of person who knows how to be fierce and to 
pour myself into what’s important to me. That might sound easy, but you’d be 
surprised how many people are afraid of losing something they don’t care about 
very much, when what they should be afraid of is going through their whole lives 
not caring about anything all the way. 

Because I loved baseball all the way, I was able to love my family all the way. I was 
able to love my team all the way — even when I moved from one team to another 
and I had to love my new team from the beginning. 

If baseball had been taken away from me, I would still have been someone who 
knew how to risk loving like that. To me, that’s what it means to decide to play 
the game. Be all the way hungry for something, choose it over everything else, 
and if the hunger changes, be all the way hungry for the next thing.



three
3 CHOOSE

YOUR TEAM.



How will you choose?
What are the terms?
Be all in with the 
team you’re on.

LET’S TAKE A LITTLE QUIZ ABOUT BASEBALL, OKAY?
1. What’s the name of the thing you use to hit the ball?

2. What do you call the person who throws the ball you try to hit?

3. If you swing and miss the ball, what does the umpire yell?

4. How many strikes and I’m out?

5. How many outs does each team get in an inning?

6. How many innings in a game?

7. How do you know who won the game?

8. Does the home team use the 3rd base dugout, or the 1st base dugout?

9. If I hit the ball, and you catch it before the ball touches the 

ground, do I get to hit again?

10. Why not?

11. What if I really want to get to hit again right away, and I cry 

about it. Then do I get to hit again?

12. What if I really don’t like the rule, can we ignore it?

13. What would happen if we ignored the rules? Would playing still be 

fun? Would we still be playing baseball?



NOW, ABOUT THE TEAM RULES.
1. How many players play at once for each team?

2. If my friend is on the other team, should I help him win, or should 

I help my team win?

3. What if we win and my friend feels sad about losing? Are we still 

friends?

4. How can I be their friend and still let them lose?

5. What about this. What if I don’t like someone on my team? Do I have 

to help them try to win?

6. Why would it be a bad idea not to help them win?

7. Do I have to be friends with everyone on my team, or just their 

teammate?

8. Will I always be on the same team, or will the teams change from 

one year to the next?

Ways to win, and ways to play your best game? And did you know that a 
lot of people think they can ignore the rules if they don’t like them?

The same is true for rules about teams. We join teams in life outside of baseball 
just like we’re on teams when we play baseball. Your family is one team. You 

friends maybe another. Your class at school could be another. Countries work 
like teams. Companies work like teams, too. 

DID YOU 
KNOW THAT 

LIFE HAS 
RULES, TOO? 



My appetite for baseball made me love the game, but I had to learn the 

rules of being a good team player, and that’s turned out to be even 

more important. Here’s what I’ve learned.

Stay focused on your love for the game. 

That will keep you happy and it will help 

you make better choices about the people 

you meet on your team and on other teams. 

I’ve also seen that people like people who 

love something in baseball, I’ve seen my 

love for the game remind other players 

about their love for the game, and that’s 

made us and our team better.



Be on your team all the way. No matter 

how you feel about the other players on the 

team, and no matter how many games your 

team wins or loses, make the choice to play 

your heart out for your team. your love for 

the game and the way you behave toward 

other people, the more they will want to be 

like you or have you on their team. 

Treat people on other teams well, because you 

might end up on their team someday. Being 

on your team all the way doesn’t mean you 

have to hate other teams or other players. 

You’re all playing the same great game, and 

the more other teams see your love for the 

game and the way you behave toward other 

people, the more they will want to be like 

you or have you on their team. 



These rules have made baseball easier and more fun for me, and have 

left me with a lot of friends wherever I go.

But how do you choose which teams to play on? With baseball, the choice isn’t really up 
to you so much. In the rest of life, though, we make a lot of choices about which teams to 
join. Some of our choices are about how we can add to the team. Sometimes we may think 
about what the whole team can accomplish. Sometimes we may think about how other team 
members’ skills make us stronger. Sometimes maybe what we’re looking for is a safe and fun 
place. What else should a person think about as they choose which teams to join all the way?

What’s important to you when you choose your friends? What about your family — what do 
you love about the rules your family plays by? Which of those rules are you going to make 
important as you choose other teams? As you travel around the world, what differences do 
you see in the way people treat customers at stores, or restaurants? How do people treat kids 
differently? What seems to be important to them? What do you agree with? Which country’s 
rules feel best to you so far?
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4 TBD…



You should engage “us” 
differently than “not us.”

Most of the world is NOT on your team.

There are 30 Major League Baseball teams, and another 247 in the minor leagues. That’s 277 
total teams for professional baseball players, just in America. 

How many teams can one player be on at a time? That’s right, just one.

That means that all the 
players on the other 276 
teams are NOT on your team.

That doesn’t mean all of the other players are 
working against you. But it does mean only 
one of those teams will be working 
FOR you. Your team will be paying 
attention to you, helping you 
get stronger, helping you 
make good choices, and 
picking you up when 
you fall down. 



There is a big discussion to have about what you should do for players on other teams. Some 

people will say you should treat everyone like they’re on your team. Some will say anyone 

who’s playing the same game as you should get better treatment than people who aren’t 

playing your game. Others will say you should take extra good care of people who aren’t 

playing your game so that they’ll join in your game. Lots of people will say the only people 

you need to help are the people on your team. And some people will say that the only 

person in the world you need to take care of is yourself. None of these options is better or 

worse than another — each shows a different way of deciding what’s most important to the 

person saying what you should do with your abilities.

Have you ever heard the term GOAT?

It stands for Greatest of All Time. What makes a person the “greatest” in one person’s 

eyes will be different from what another person thinks is important. In baseball, here 

are a few people people talk about when they talk about GOATs. What do you think?

Barry Bonds 
An asterisk on his career  
because of steroids

Cal Ripken  
2,632 consecutive games 
during 21 seasons, all with 
Orioles

Gaylord Perry 
314 wins, but you could see the 
vaseline from the upper decks

Cy Young 
511 wins, 316 losses … both the 
most in MLB history

Joe DiMaggio 
56-game hitting streak (still record) 
poster boy for the sport

Babe Ruth 
Revolutionized hitting, poster boy 
for sport, off-field behavior limited 



Jackie Robinson 
Integration and bridge into MLB 
from outside

Nolan Ryan 
Great for multiple teams, seven 
no-hitters and ? one-hitters

Each of these players was great at baseball. And they were each great in different ways, 

with different ways of thinking about how to be great for the world, their sport, their team, 

and their own careers. 

 
LET’S TALK ABOUT THE TEAM OF YOUR FAMILY AS 
YOU TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD THIS YEAR.

Right now, in the city you’re in, how many people are on your team? 

Does that mean everybody else in the city is against you, or does it 

just mean they’re on different teams or that maybe they’re playing 

different games?

What are some of the rules of your family team that you love the 

most?

What do you think you’ll keep or change about the family rules when 

you have your own wife and children?
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5 KNOW YOUR

OPPONENT



Their experiences shape the way they’ll 
play the game. Power, arrogance, grit.

Would you rather have to fight a tiger or a frog? Why?

Would you rather have to share your bedroom with a dog that was trained or untrained? Why?

Would you rather take a long car ride with someone who’d only ever had people be nice to 
them, or someone who’d only ever had people be mean to them? Why?

Do you know what an opponent is?

It’s the other team or the person you’re competing 
against. The tiger or the frog would be your opponent. 

Your opponent will have natural strengths, like a tiger 
might be big and strong and have fangs and claws. 

Your opponent will also have been taught 
certain things about how to act or how to play 
the game, and what they’ve been taught will 
change the way they’ll compete with you.

And the way your opponent has been 
treated will change the way they 
play the game, how they feel about 
winning and losing, and how they’ll 
compete with you. 



Your opponent will also have 
been taught certain things about 
how to act or how to play the game, 
and what they’ve been taught will 
change the way they’ll compete 
with you.

And the way your opponent has 
been treated will change the way 
they play the game, how they feel 
about winning and losing, and 
how they’ll compete with you. 

Would you rather share a 
cage with a trained tiger or 
an untrained tiger? Why?

Would you rather share a cage 
with a tiger who’d always been 
treated well, or one that had always 
been treated in mean ways? Why?

Would it be easier to trick a trained 
tiger or an untrained tiger? Why?

Which tiger would get angry easier, a tiger 
that had always been treated well or one 
that had been treated in mean ways? Why?

Your opponent will always have natural 
strengths, things they’ve learned, and 
experiences with other people. So do you. All 
of those things will make a difference in how you 
both play the game.
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6 PLAN YOUR

GAME



As an individual and within the team as a 
team

You can’t win alone … but you can 
shape a team. 

We live in a world where people worry a lot about what they’re not good at or 
where they feel weak. That’s a big part of what makes so many people scared, 
and what keeps them from risking and trying hard. They’re afraid they won’t 
do a good job, or that they won’t win. Some are afraid others will make fun 
of them. Others worry that losing will hurt. So they walk around, or onto 
the baseball field, thinking about all of the bad things that could happen 
and all of the areas where they’re not as strong as someone else. 

That’s a bad way to play the 
game of baseball or of life. 

There will always be things to 
work on and improve, but you win 
by focusing on the areas where 
you’re strong, and making those 
areas work for you.



Are you fast? Then you should 
plan on stealing bases. Are you 
a good hitter, but not much of a 
homerun hitter? Then don’t swing for the 
fences – bat to get on base. When you throw, 
are you best at throwing far, throwing fast, or 
throwing accurately? Your answer will help you know 
which positions work best for you, where your strengths will 
improve your team’s chances of winning.

Winners make their plans based on what they’re good at, and they make 
sure each person’s job on the team makes the best use of their strengths. 

If you’re not a pitcher, don’t worry about learning to throw a curveball. If you’re 
fast and can dive to make catches, practice the things that will make you a great second 
baseman or shortstop. 

The goal of the team is to win. The way you win is by being great at things that make a difference 
in the game, and planning your game around the things you’re great at. 

There has never been a baseball player who was so great that he could win without the rest of 
a team. No matter how great you get at baseball or anything else in your life, remember that 
the big wins in life all come as part of a team. 

What are some of the things you want to do and win at in your life? What sort of team do 
those things need?

What are some of your strengths, in baseball or outside of baseball? What are 
you good at, and how does being good at that make your life more fun and 

help you “win” at things?

Ask your parents what strengths they see in you. What do you 
think of their answers? Do you agree? What are a couple of 

strengths that would be fun to really get awesome at?
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7 TBD



Adjust and act … fight back … 
Be ready to increase your aggressiveness 
to win.
This idea comes from fighter pilots. It’s called the OODA loop. OODA stands for Observe, 
Orient, Decide, and Act. I think it works just as well for baseball. Here’s what I mean.

The first word is “observe.” What you observe is what you see or notice. Let’s say you’re up 
to bat. You see the ball leave the pitcher’s hand, and it looks like the ball is a little high. That’s 
what you see, or observe. A pitch coming a little high. It looks straight down the middle, 
though, so it might be a good one to swing at.

Next you orient. To orient means to get in the right position or to get ready. You know that 
you’ll need to swing differently for a high pitch than a low pitch, and since it’s neither inside or 
outside, you won’t have to think about leaning forward or back to reach it. You’re ready to swing.

Then you have to decide. Yes the pitch is a little high and down the middle, 
and you’re ready to swing at it, but do you want to? High pitches are 
easier to pop up and fly out. Or sometimes to hit them you have to 
chop at them like you’re swinging an axe. It’s not the perfect 
pitch to swing at, but it could be okay. All you need is to 
get a hit or drive the ball far enough for your teammate 
who’s on third base with one out to tag up and 
come in for the run. You decide “yes,” you’re 
going to swing.

Then you act. You swing. 



Now a new OODA loop begins. You observe/see that you hit the ball and it drops over the first 
baseman’s head into right field. You run.

Play this game with your dad. What do you need to do to orient next? What decision will you 
need to make when you see the right fielder miss the ball as it rolls past him? What action comes 
next?

What makes the OODA loop useful for fighter pilots is that it keeps them making choices and 
fighting. They’re in one plane trying to shoot another plane out of the sky, and the other pilot 
is trying to shoot them down. They don’t have time to worry about mistakes, and they can’t get 
ahead of themselves guessing what the other pilot is going to do. They have to observe what’s 
going on, get oriented to know where they are and what choices they have, make a decision 
about which way to fly or which trigger to pull, and then take action. And they have to keep 
repeating this process over and over until the fight is won.

The same thing is true in our lives. 

Try this on. You’ve made a mess that you don’t want to clean up right now, and your mom 
asks you to clean it up. You observe/see that she means it, and that she’s still in a good mood. 
You orient yourself to either be on her team by cleaning up, or to not clean up and see what 
happens to her mood. You decide to ignore her, and your action is to keep doing what you’re 
doing. 

Now things change. Instead of asking you to clean up your mess, now your mom tells you to 
clean it up. And you observe that her mood gets a little frustrated. You orient yourself to 
either obey so things don’t get worse, or to frustrate her more by not obeying. You decide 
to clean up and feel like part of her team and to have a happier day together. You act by 
cleaning up, and she thanks you.

Sometimes we make good choices and take action, but things still don’t go our way. What 
you observe may change. Your frustration may change the way you orient yourself. 
The decisions you make about which actions you should take will be different. And 
the actions will feel different, too. But the OODA loop will help you keep going and 
making good choices. 

One of the hard things to learn is how to be aggressive and fierce on purpose. You 
do it naturally, but it takes a practice to do it on purpose. Let’s say you and your dad 
are running together, sort of racing for fun, and suddenly he goes super fast. What 
do you do? You turn on your own aggressive super speed, right? That’s you doing 
it naturally.



I remember when I was four or five and the girl who lived next door, who was my age 
and one of my best friends, was over. Her mom asked her to spell the word DOG. 
“D - O - G” she said. Her mom and my mom told her what a good job she’d done 
and how smart she was.

That was the moment I decided I was going to learn to read. I didn’t know how 
to spell cat, but man, if Jenny could do it, I was going to do it, too. I wanted 
to be told good job and I wanted to be told I was smart, too. From then 
on, I worked super hard and I read the books to my parents at bedtime 
instead of them reading to me. I observed Jenny could spell and was 
learning to read. I oriented myself to learn, too. I decided I was 
going to learn. The action I took was to work my hardest to learn. 
And I was super aggressive about it. 

Aggressive doesn’t have to be mean. Being aggressive 
is being serious about getting the win you decide you 
want. What are one or two wins you want enough to be 
aggressive about?
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8 FIND THE VICTORY 

IN EACH DEFEAT.



find
the
victory
in
each
defeat

The point is to win, not to avoid defeat… 
play for the win, not to prevent the loss
Have you ever played the game Will It Float? Fill up the kitchen sink with water and the grab a few 
objects, like an apple, a plate, a screwdriver, a piece of wood, and a shoe. One at a time, you’re 
going to drop each item into the water, but before you do that, you’re going to guess whether 
the item will float or sink. Sometimes things you think will float actually sink, and sometimes the 
things you’re sure will sink end up floating. 

It’s a game, but it’s really a bunch of science experiments because you’ll start figuring out why 
things float or sink. Each thing you drop into the water is an experiment, and even if you guess 
“sink” and the thing floats, it doesn’t matter that you were wrong because the point of the 
game is to learn what will happen and why.

You’re going to have moments in games and in life that feel super important, where victory is 
going to feel like the most important thing, and where defeat will feel like someone smashed 
every toy in the world. 

Caring about games and about important moments 
in your life is awesome. In fact, it’s one of the most 
important keys to having a life you’ll love.

But life is also a very long experience of Will 
it Float. Maybe in life, the game should be 
called Does it Work.

Does it work to close your 
eyes when you’re trying 
to hit a pitch?

Does it work to tell the 
other team before you try 
to steal a base?

Does it work to refuse to 
clean your room?

Does it work to refuse to 
take your medicine? 

Does it work to tell your 
dad to stop tickling you? 



It hurts to get defeated at something you care about. And people usually don’t like pain very 
much. So when they experience defeat, and the pain of defeat, it’s easy for them to say “well, 
I’m not going to do to that again – it hurt too much!” 

If a key to a happy and successful life it to really care about things, you have to find ways to 
never have the pain of defeat steal from you. Defeats are only losses when you don’t win 
anything from them.

If you care about something, you will hate the defeats that come. But winners find ways to 
care more and more. 

So play Will it Float with your parents. Have fun with that. And this month, think about the 
things you want and the choices you make, and ask yourself “does it work” to do this or that. 
Even if you make choices that get you in trouble – choices that clearly don’t work – you will 
learn something and that will keep the game fun.

Here’s why 
adding this 
game to your 
other games is 
important. 
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9 WHEN YOU’RE AHEAD,

RUN UP THE SCORE.



More margin = more room to swing away
I think you’re going to already know this idea, but it’s one I want to make sure we talk about 
because most of the world has it wrong.

The right answer is B, and I bet you already know that. 

The more you have, the more you have to play with, and the more you can do. 

Do you know why so many people would choose answer A instead? Two 
reasons. The first is that people are taught to avoid losing more than 
they’re taught to work to win. The second is that most people 
think life happens to them, instead of them happening to life, 
so they want to make sure everyone is nice and nobody 
wins by much.

If you’re winning by a lot, say it’s 
20 to zero, should you:

A. Stop trying and play it safe.

B.  Have extra fun swinging for 
home runs, stealing bases, trying 
trick plays, and scoring even 
more runs.



Everybody loves a game where both teams try their hardest and one team just barely wins. 
But a lot of people would look at the 20-0 score and tell the team with 20 runs they should be 
nice and not score any more because that will make the team with 0 feel worse.

But winning isn’t mean, and working hard even when you’re ahead is just as good as working 
hard when you’re behind or when they game is super close. The rules don’t change based on 
the score, and the way great players play doesn’t either. 

You should not be mean to other people. You know that already. And you shouldn’t cheat. But 
if you play by the rules and if you are kind to the other players and people in your life, you’re 
not breaking any rules at all by being way better than the competition.

Great players play to win, don’t fear losing, and they focus on doing their very best 
all the time. The more runs they score, the more they can try new or risky things. 
When a team is playing for a championship, the more games ahead of the rest of 
the league they are, the more choices they have about how they play or rest 
players. The more you win, the more choices you earn. 

Close games make for fun movies, but way less enjoyable lives. 

Win by a lot         and have fun with it.
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10 WIN THE GAME

BEYOND THE GAME.



Dominance opens doors to significance.
Even winning gets boring if the game is too 
small. (Raise your zero)

There is always a game that’s bigger than the game you’re playing. Which means that every 
small choice and focused bit of effort you put out is part of something bigger than itself.

If you want to make your world bigger and more rewarding, the secret is not to focus on 
what’s bigger, but to put your best effort into the details of the game you’re playing. The 
bigger game will take care of itself, the same way focusing on each pitch will lead to each 
game, season, and career taking care of itself.

Every pitch is part of an at-bat.

Every at-bat is part of an inning.

Every inning is part of a game.

Every game is part of a season.

Every season is part of a career.

Every career is part of a life.

Every life is part of a family history.

And every family history is part of the story of humanity.



every 
small 

choice and 
focused bit 
of effort

What happens if you focus on each pitch and doing your best as a hitter? 
Do you become a better hitter? 

What happens if you become a better hitter? 
Does your team win more games?

What happens if your team wins more games? 
Do you get to be a champion?

What happens if you become a champion? 
Does it make you feel like a champion in other parts of your world?

What happens if you feel like a champion at life? 
Do you treat people and situations differently, with less fear and more kindness?

What if you live with less fear and treat people well? 
Do you get invited to do better and more rewarding things?

What happens if you do better and more rewarding things? 
Does your life become better, and better for the people you love? 

What if your life and the life of the people you love gets better? 
Does that make the world better, too?

Pretty good results, 
just from focusing  

on each pitch 
and letting 
things grow 
from there, 

right?



Think
small

What are three small things you can or have to do every day that build on themselves the way focusing 
on each pitch can lead to bigger and bigger things?  Want a couple of ideas? 

What if you said “yes sir” or “yes ma’am” to your parents, instead of just “yes”? 
How would practicing that little bit of extra focus and respect grow over time?

What if every day you did 50 situps and 50 pushups? 
How would that grow you over time?

What if every week you wrote a thank you note to someone – a family member, a friend, or even 
someone at a store or a restaurant? 
How would that habit shape a person over their life?

What if you cleaned up all of your stuff every day? 
How would doing the work of taking care of your stuff influence who you become?

What if you found a way to earn and save $2 every day? 
How would that habit and that money grow over the course of your life?

Think small. Like focusing on each pitch.

What other ideas come to mind for you? What sounds like fun? 
What results appeal to you enough to get started?
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11 RECOVER. GROW.

EVOLVE.



Don’t wait on perfection to 
act, move first, then steer.
Humility lasts longer and feels 
better.

Frightened people focus on their fears. And the biggest fear most 
people have is “what if?”

“What if I try and I fail?”

“What if trying is hard?”

“What if trying hurts?”

“What if I’m not good enough?”

“What if I’m wrong?”

Lots and lots of people get stuck in a 
never ending list of “what if” questions, 
and they start to think that they can’t do 
anything until all of their “what if” fears 
are cleared up and everything is perfect. 

You want to know the better way? 



Start first, and then adjust along the way.

And you want to know the secret to getting 
started, other than just jumping?

“So what?”
“ So what if I fail? I’m still me and I still have my family and people who love 
me, and I’ll try again or try something else.”

“ So what if trying is hard? I’m tough and doing hard things is how I prove it 
to myself.”

“ So what if it hurts? There are lots of awesome things that hurt, and they’re 
totally worth a little pain.”

“ So what if I’m not good enough? I’ll either fail and need to try something 
else, or my hard work will make me good enough.”

“So what if I’m wrong? Fixing mistakes is even easier than making them.”

So what if there are surprises along the way?

This part was always sort of easy for me. I knew what I loved and I didn’t think about “what if” 
very much. You know what was way harder? Going the right speed.

Do you know what a maraschino cherry is? They’re the kind you get on an ice cream sundae or 
in a Coke. When I was a kid I loved maraschino cherries. One time my mom had a jar of them in 
the door of our refrigerator and I ate the whole thing. Then I felt really, really sick. I haven’t been 
able to eat maraschino cherries ever since. 

I loved them and I went too crazy eating them, and that wrecked it.

M O V eM O V eM O V e



I’ve known baseball players who are the same way. They love the game and they love playing. 
They play all the time, can only talk about baseball, and they wreck themselves on the game. 
They push and don’t give their bodies rest, so they get injured and can’t play anymore. Or they 
ignore their friends and families, end up alone, and that wrecks the rest of their life and often 
wrecks their baseball careers, too. 

It’s a tricky balance, loving something enough to choose the “so whats” over the “what ifs” 
without eating all the maraschino cherries and wrecking the whole thing. But part of loving 
something enough to pay whatever you have to pay to have it is knowing how to make sure you 
go at the speed and price you can handle for a very long time.

Have you ever had a food, a game, a show, a friendship, or an idea that you wrecked the way I 
wrecked maraschino cherries? 

What’s something you love so much that you could do too much, but want to make sure you 
don’t wreck?

What’s something your parents love like maraschino cherries, but have learned to keep from 
wrecking? 
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12 RETIRE WELL.



You won’t play forever, 
leave the game better.
What do you want your efforts to create.

The secret to a successful baseball career, and to a successful life, is to focus on the small things 
in front of you and to let those things grow into bigger and bigger things. 

But that’s a lot easier to say than it is to do. When you’re focused on the next pitch, all you want 
is to make sure you get a hit. When you’re focused on the game, it’s hard to think about the 
season. When you’re focused on the season, it’s hard to think about your career. When you’re 
focused on your career, it’s hard to think about your life or about how your life will make a 
different to the world beyond yourself. 

At each of those points, you will face temptations to be afraid, to feel like all that matters is the 
success or failure you have in that moment, or even temptations to cheat.

That’s when it’s important to remember that someday, a long time from now, you will retire.

You will be done with that at-bat, that game, that 
season, and even all of baseball. You will be done with 
school, or you job, or raising your kids, and eventually 
you’ll even be done with your life.



Think of something that was hard for you yesterday. Did you have to do something you didn’t 
like? Like some food you had to eat, or some medicine, or some chore? 

Now think about how you dealt with that challenge. Were you still loving? Do you like the person 
you were during that hard moment? Do you feel like you were the sort of person you want to 
be during that time?

When you retire, you will remember the things you did. The wins and the losses, for example. 
But more than that, you will remember how you played the game. That is what you’ll feel good 
about. That is what you’ll see opened each new door and made the game beyond the game 
better and better.

So remember that however big a deal or challenge you feel today, tomorrow you will remember 
how you dealt with the challenge, and that will be the important thing. 

Someday this trip with your parents will end. What do you like about how you’ve acted during 
it? What have been some of the hard parts? When did you have a challenge that you responded 
to in a way you’re proud of? 

When I thought about baseball, I’ve always thought about how much I love the game, and how 
I’ve wanted to leave it even better than I found it. I’ve wanted players to work harder, to obey 
the rules, to show respect to one another, to have more fun, to love their families better, and to 
be people the world beyond baseball admired. It’s funny, thinking about how I wanted to leave 
the game better has always made it easier for me to work harder on the everyday tasks.

How do you want to make your family better? Ask your parents how you already do – I bet you’ll 
like their answers!

How do you make your friends better? 

How do you hope you will make a classroom better? 

What other parts of your world do you want to make better? 



You’ve been all around the world now, Nolan. It’s 

a big place, isn’t it? How will you leave the world 

better than you found it? How do you make it 

better already? How do you hope all of your hard 

work in your life will make it even better?




